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This article presents a new methodology for assessing the risks associated with the level of verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) of a given model and/or simulation when used in support of major decisions. As stated by Department of Defense (DoD) Instruction 5000.61 (DOD, 2003), "It is DoD policy that: models and simulations (M&S) used to support major DoD decision-making organizations and processes shall be accredited for that specific purpose by the DoD component M&S application sponsor." Instruction 5000.61 applies to "All models and simulations developed, used, or managed by the DoD components after the effective date of this instruction." The requirements cited above have set the need for VV&A of M&S at the forefront of concerns for DoD and DoD-Component acquisition personnel. When an acquisition program involves a large number of models, cost associated with VV&A can become enormous. There is a need therefore to have a systematic approach for assessing and prioritizing the risks associated with the level to which individual models have been verified, validated, and accredited. To provide decision-makers with a judicious way for determining the risks associated with using a given M&S, and the extent to which VV&A work will be needed to meet these requirements, a methodology is developed for assessing the risks associated with the level of VV&A of a given M&S when used to support decision-making. This approach parallels the formal DoD Risk Assessment procedure, but with application to the use of M&S, as it relates to VV&A.
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Modeling & Simulation (M&S) have become an integral part of the defense acquisition process in the United States. The value of M&S in various aspects of the defense acquisition process will continue to increase as advancement in computer technology and new modeling techniques emerge. Since resources are limited, there is a need for a logical way to guide and prioritize the investment in M&S while making sure that models are credible, particularly when such M&S are used to support very important decisions. Moreover, M&S saves money by reducing the cost associated with system design, development, and testing. But, in addition to cost savings, there is a less emphasized but very valuable role of M&S in military acquisitions: M&S allow system developers to reduce and/or avoid risks associated with human involvement when investigating the boundaries of applicability/survivability of systems. With M&S playing such critical roles in war fighter systems development, there is a critical need to devise verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) approaches that use available resources efficiently without compromising the needed credibility of the M&S.

Formal VV&A can be very expensive. How much (and what kind of) evidence is required for establishing confidence in, and reaching an accreditation decision for, a particular M&S determines the amount of resources required. For existing M&S (e.g., legacy M&S that have been used in the past without formal VV&A), current methodologies provide the users with little, if any, way to assess the risks associated with accepting and using such a model or a simulation when its credibility is in question; and the latter is often the case even though the model may have a history of extensive use. What is usually done is to accept and use the M&S with or without VV&A. But when the model
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result deviates seriously from what is expected, the user may have to start from scratch and reengineer the model development process in order to generate the data and artifacts needed for establishing credibility.

The methodology we present here uses information from various aspects of the development of the M&S — its VV&A history, knowledge from subject matter experts (SMEs), the role the M&S will play in the decision-making, and the consequence if the M&S is wrong — to arrive at a categorized risk level (high, medium, or low risk) expected with accepting such an M&S for an intended use. Determining this risk allows the user to choose to mitigate the identified risk by conducting formal VV&A, or to accept the risk, accredit the M&S with limitations, and continue to use it as is. This approach becomes very useful when a large number of models and simulations are needed to support an acquisition program, so there is a need to prioritize and allocate M&S-related funds and resources efficiently.

The issue is credibility of M&S for an intended use

The goal of VV&A is to generate, maintain, gather, and apply information about a given M&S to support the decision to use that model. The problem has been that VV&A was frequently discussed rather than practiced; and when implemented, it was usually done as an afterthought. One thing no one argues against is that it is very important for M&S to be credible and suitable for the specific intended use. But credibility and appropriateness of M&S for intended use are best established through the VV&A process. Thus M&S users need to recognize that VV&A is necessary for risk reduction and critical for establishing credibility. Because VV&A is frequently tailored to specific needs, a formal definition of VV&A is presented. The definitions given below are congruent to those of DoD, Navy, and other Services; and are particularly suited for practical applications and the pedagogical purposes we pursue here.

- **Verification:** Verification is the process of determining that a model implementation and its associated data accurately represent the developer’s conceptual description and specifications. The practical question answered by verification is “Is the model relatively error free, and does it do what the originator intended?”

- **Validation:** Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a model and its associated data are an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model. Note that M&S validation is not the same as software validation.

The practical question answered by verification is “Do model results match real world data well enough for the user’s needs?”

- **Accreditation:** Accreditation is the official determination and certification that a model, simulation, or a federation of models and simulations and its associated data are acceptable for use for a specific purpose. The practical questions answered by accreditation are “Does the accreditation authority have adequate documented evidence to be confident that a model and its input data are credible for a particular use; and is there enough documented information to show that this M&S is fit for this purpose?”

It is reemphasized here that VV&A, in principle, is a process for reducing risk; in that sense VV&A provides a way for establishing whether a particular M&S and its input data are suitable and credible for a particular use. According to M&S VV&A Implementation Handbook, Volume 1, risk management as related to VV&A is simply answering the question “What is the risk of using a model compared to using the real world system or methodology?” VV&A provides the answer to this question through processes and procedures designed to mitigate the risks while providing objective evidence as needed to establish the credibility of the M&S.

**Statistical basis for risk-based VV&A**

Risk-based VV&A is based on the statistical principle of hypothesis testing. Given any M&S, VV&A has become the standard accepted way to answer the question “Is this M&S credible for the intended use?” In statistical language, this problem is stated as testing the “Null Hypothesis,” which asserts \(H_0: \text{The M&S is credible for the intended use.}\) (One usually must also state an “Alternate Hypothesis”; e.g., \(H_a: \text{The M&S is not credible for the intended use.}\)) To complete such a test, one would set up an experiment, collect data, and test the above hypotheses for acceptance or rejection. The data so collected is considered as sample points taken from a known or assumed probability distribution for the events occurring in the experiment. Since this type of testing is based on sampled data, there is always the possibility of making errors; and the two categories of possible errors that result are, namely, Type I and Type II errors:

- **A Type I error** denoted by \(\alpha\); occurs when one rejects \(H_0\) when it is true.

- **A Type II error** denoted by \(\beta\); occurs when one accepts \(H_0\) when it is false.

The individual conducting the test must then specify the maximum allowable probability of making a Type I error \(\alpha\), called the level of significance. The problem is that, in general, the experimenter is not able to
control the probability of making a Type II error. From the M&S perspective, making Type II errors is equivalent to accepting that M&S is credible for the intended use when it is not. Because one is not able to control this type of error in the experiment, there is not much one can do (in theory) to control the probability of Type II error where M&S is concerned. In practice, however, the acceptance or rejection of a model for an intended use is only done through formal VV&A assessment of the M&S under consideration.

Typically, statisticians try to avoid the risk of making a Type II error by using an expression such as "cannot reject $H_0$" based on the evidence/data, and by actually avoiding to say, "accept $H_0$" whenever possible. An alternative approach uses the sampled data to compute a statistic called a $P$ value, (which is the probability of obtaining a sample result that is at least as unlikely as the data that was observed). If the $P$ value is less than the level of significance $\alpha$, then the null hypothesis, and accepts it otherwise.

It is the above statistical test structure that gives rise to the risk associated with using M&S and actually forms the theoretical basis for the risk-based VV&A approach.

Obviously, once a decision to use M&S has been made, one automatically becomes subjected to making these types of errors. Type I error is made when a user rejects a model or simulation that is credible for the intended use. But making Type I error is not considered very critical in real life (though this type of error can become very important from a cost-savings perspective). This fact is because the main loss for a user who makes an M&S-related Type I error (i.e. rejecting to use an M&S as not credible when it really is) is opportunity lost/cost. However, if a user decides to apply M&S, that user has accepted the chance of committing Type II error, and the consequences of such an error can be substantial. Thus it is emphasized that the principal risk associated with using M&S in decision-making is defined by Type II error. Moreover, the likelihood of making such an error and the associated consequence determine the risk associated with using M&S in decision-making. VV&A therefore provide the accepted practical method for reducing the risk associated with using the M&S and establishing confidence in the M&S. The consequences of the model being wrong, and the level of risk one can accept, drive the amount of effort required to establish an acceptable credibility level for the M&S.

**Definition of risk in the risk-based VV&A paradigm**

The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) defines risk as "the potential realization of undesirable consequences from hazards arising for a possible event". Of course, risk is a factor in any kind of decision-making in which imperfect evidence is used to help make the decision. Though VV&A is oftentimes more concerned with operational risk (i.e., the risk associated with using the M&S), the approach presented here can also be used, and has been used, to assess the risks associated with M&S development (i.e., the risk associated with completing the M&S development on time and within budget). This practical approach allows the System Safety community to define risk as the product of the likelihood of error and the consequences associated with such an error.

**DEFINITION: Risk = (Likelihood of Error) \times (Consequence of Error)**

In this definition, likelihood of error is the probability that the M&S and/or its input data are incorrect or inappropriate for the intended use. The consequence is defined as the impact if the M&S output is wrong and the user accepts and uses it as correct. Thus to reduce risk, one either has to reduce the likelihood that something will go wrong or reduce the severity of the consequence(s) or impact/effect that will result when something goes wrong.

The consequence or impact when a model is wrong depends on the role the M&S will play and how important this role is in the decision-making process. One can choose not to use M&S (for example, by choosing to only accept actual physical measurements in decision-making), thus avoiding the risk associated with M&S use. Alternatively, one can choose to reduce the risk associated with using M&S by limiting the role M&S will play in the decision process. However, the reality is that DoD, the Navy, and other Services have mandated the use of M&S (ubiquitously) in the acquisition process, so that what is really needed is a method that will give M&S users the ability to assess the risks associated with the use of M&S, while providing them with the capability to mitigate such risks. This is what the current method tries to do.

Risk associated with M&S may be viewed differently from different managerial points of view. For example, an M&S developer/program manager may be more interested in the risk associated with the delivery of a simulation on time (schedule) and on budget (a form of development risk). Verification and Validation (V&V) is concerned with mitigating development risk by collecting objective evidence as required to demonstrate the capability, relative freedom from defects, level of fidelity, and the accuracy of representation of reality. From this perspective, part of what V&V is concerned with is providing the artifacts needed for accreditation. Providing (or requiring more) evidence
needed to certify usability, limitations, and fitness for intended use is the goal of accreditation. Consequently, accreditation is more concerned with exposing operational risk associated with M&S use.

**Problem**

As precise as the above definition of risk is, it has problems. To determine the risk, one must be able to determine both the likelihood of error and its consequence precisely, and then be able to multiply these two values to compute the value of the risk. But for M&S, one is not usually able to determine the likelihood of error precisely. Even when one is able to assess the consequence(s) of such an error, the data required to determine the likelihood of error precisely is usually lacking (recall that statisticians do not have the ability to control Type II errors). How then can one multiply something not determined? One cannot!

What is done is to classify each of these parameters (risk, likelihood, and consequence) into discrete scales or levels sometimes called baskets or bins: e.g., high, medium, and low for risk; frequent, probable, occasional, remote, and improbable for likelihood; and some form of numerical rankings for consequence. Doing this allows the user to apply the above scales in a systematic way, in an attempt to get a handle on the risks associated with using M&S to support decision-making. Understanding how this works forms the practical basis for the risk-based VV&A procedure, and this approach also makes it possible for an M&S user to determine how much effort to put into VV&A, the appropriate and extent of the review process, the level of independence in V&V review, as well as the appropriate level of accreditation authority. More details are provided on how this methodology can be used to support the accreditation process in a companion article.

**In practice**

We now turn attention to the practical applications, "The How To" of this method. This is necessary to allow more users to use this method, and because the more people there are who understand and use this methodology the better it will become. The method is broad enough that it can be adapted for specific applications. To start, some of the specific tools needed to make the method work are identified.

**Where to begin**

When faced with a VV&A question about a given model, the ease or difficulty of the validation process depends on whether a version of the M&S system currently exists or if it is being built for the first time. Designing the VV&A processes into a new model while it is being built is the better and preferred approach. In any case, the first task is usually to determine the scope of the effort necessary to accomplish the needed V&V, and the attendant accreditation for the specific intended use.

This problem requires that a cost-effective VV&A plan be devised. Such a plan needs to include a well-articulated Intended Use Statement (IUS). The IUS will help in defining the role the M&S will play in the decision process. The IUS may have already been written as part of the M&S requirement document; however, the role of the M&S in decision-making may best be determined through the knowledge of such things as available technology, planned activities, cost and schedule, and program management priorities. This requires one to answer such questions as "Will M&S be the only tool that will be used to generate the data needed for a major decision, or will other activities such as laboratory/actual test and evaluation (T&E) data be used with data from M&S to support the decision?" At a minimum, one must answer the question, "Will this M&S be used to support a minor, medium, or major acquisition decision?"

**Sample scales and tables**

This procedure will require the implementer to develop or adapt/adopt various scales and tables for use as classification buckets. The Battlespace Verification, Validation, and Accreditation Support Office (BVVASO)/Joint Accreditation Support Activity (JASA) has developed a series of tables and scales based on years of practical implementation of VV&A procedures for various acquisition programs (BVVASO, October, 1997). Our experience from working with acquisition programs indicates that some of these tables would be invaluable, at least, as a starting point for practical implementation of the methodology. We provide a list of the tables and scales that a user might need when implementing the method in subsequent sections.

*Table 1* gives a sample confidence/likelihood scale that is based on BVVASO’s experience and guidelines in *DMSO VV&A Recommended Practice Guide (RPG).* It is recommended that one level be included in this table for either low or unknown level of confidence to allow for a minimal effort option, and to cover emergency or low consequence situations.

*Table 2* provides (from BVVASO experience) a possible way to scale likelihood of error and/or confidence level. The table summarizes what has been found to be the information necessary to support an accreditation assessment.

- The higher the likelihood of error (or the lower the confidence in the M&S), the more need there
is for rigorous oversight and review through documentation, code and logic verification, configuration management, review of model development approach, data and code validation, to drive down likelihood of error.

- As likelihood of error goes down, confidence in model results goes up. Using the table below, one is able to assess the likelihood of error in an existing model or even determine what further evidence or level of accreditation is needed.

Table 2 is based on BVVASO’s rules which have been adopted by the DMSO VV&A RPC. See “Role of Accreditation Agent in VV&A of Legacy Simulations” for more details (available at www.vva.dmso.mil). Table 3 is an example scheme quantifying likelihood.

Table 4 gives a sample scale for identifying and categorizing the importance of the role M&S will play in the decision-making. For example if M&S will be the only tool for making a decision, as is often the case in survivability studies, then the impact of this decision being wrong can be catastrophic, hence it is important to consider the risk associated with the level of VV&A of any such M&S.

Table 5 presents a scale for categorizing the level of importance of a decision based on the intended use of any model or simulation. This table provides a scale for accounting for the risk associated with errors resulting from M&S influence on such decisions. Table 6 gives an example of the level of consequence on performance (cost, schedule, and technical quality) if the decision is a poor one. Criticality measure is determined from the level of reliance on M&S and importance of the decision. Criticality measure drives the nature and amount of information and effort applied to VV&A of this model (Figure 1).

Table 7 gives a very simplified example of consequence scale with four broadly defined levels. Typically, consequence scales are defined with five levels for ease of application. This is because the standard risk chart has normally been defined with five levels of consequence. In practice, the choice of levels may best be determined by the circumstance being addressed by the user.

Table 8 gives a more advanced example of consequence scale with four broadly defined levels (Catastrophic, Critical, Marginal, and Negligible). Typically, Consequence scales are defined with five levels for ease of application. This is because the standard risk chart has normally been defined with five levels of consequence. In practice, the choice of levels may best be determined by the circumstance being addressed by the user.

Rules for associating/combining scales and tables

Once the scales and tables have been assembled, the user will also need to use combination/association rules to determine the risk associated with M&S. For example, the following rules were used in practical applications:

- Rule 1: Value of “role (or level of reliance) of M&S (gray color)” in decision-making & value of “the importance of decision (gray color)” → “consequence of model error (green color).” Determine the level of consequence if the model is in error by associating the role of M&S in decision-making and the level of importance of decision.

- Rule 2: Value of the “level of reliance (gray color)” & the “confidence level (gray color)” → “likelihood of model error (gray color).” Then

### Table 1: Level of Reliance on M&S and Importance of Decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance of Decision</th>
<th>Level of Reliance on M&amp;S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Figure 1. DD(X) criticality measure**
Table 1. Levels of confidence/likelihood of M&S error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood of error</th>
<th>Confidence level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very high confidence based upon extensive documented V&amp;V relevant to intended use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>High confidence based on face validation by SMEs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Moderate confidence based upon previous usage history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (high)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low or unknown level of confidence. M&amp;S appears to have the functionality required but credibility is unknown.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M&S, models & simulations; SME, subject matter experts; V&V, verification & validation.

Table 2. Evidence required to support likelihood of error and accreditation requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood of error</th>
<th>Confidence level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 (high)</td>
<td>Level 3 + Extensive body of documented verification and validation and extensive disciplined M&amp;S development including history of technical and managerial review over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Level 2 + SME face validation relevant to current intended use + Evidence of effective configuration management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Level 1 + Usage history + Known V&amp;V history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (high)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Comparison of M&amp;S requirement derived from intended use with capabilities and limitations of candidate simulation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M&S, models & simulations; SME, subject matter experts; V&V, verification & validation.

Table 3. An example scheme for “quantifying” likelihood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood description</th>
<th>Likelihood of occurrence over lifetime of an item</th>
<th>Likelihood of occurrence per number of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequent</td>
<td>Likely to occur frequently</td>
<td>Widely experienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable</td>
<td>Will occur several times in life of item</td>
<td>Will occur frequently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasional</td>
<td>Likely to occur some time in life of item</td>
<td>Will occur several times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>Unlikely but possible to occur in life of item</td>
<td>Unlikely but can reasonably be expected to occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improbable</td>
<td>So unlikely, it can be assumed occurrence may not be experienced</td>
<td>Unlikely to occur, but possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Critical analysis: importance of the role of M&S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role level</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M&amp;S will be the only method employed to make a decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M&amp;S will be the primary method, employed with other non-M&amp;S methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M&amp;S will be a secondary method, employed with other non-M&amp;S methods, and will provided significant data unavailable through other means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M&amp;S will be a supplemental method, employed with other non-M&amp;S methods, and will provide supplemental data already available through other means.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M&S, models & simulations.

Table 5. Critical analysis: importance of decisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Intended use addresses multiple areas of significant program risk, key program reviews and test events, key system performance analysis, primary test objectives and test article design, system requirements definition, and/or high software criticality; used to make a technical or managerial decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Intended use addresses an area of significant program risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Intended use addresses medium or low program risk, other program reviews and test events, secondary test objectives and test article design, other system requirements and system performance analysis, and medium or low S/W criticality used to make technical or managerial decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Intended use addresses program objectives or analysis that is not a significant factor in the technical or managerial decision-making process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 7. Simplified levels of consequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consequence level</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Major disruption to program. Different approach required. Priority management attention and resource allocation required immediately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately high</td>
<td>Significant disruption to program. Different approach required. Priority management attention required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Noticeable disruption. Different approach may be required. Additional management attention may be needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Minimal impact. Minimum oversight needed to ensure risk remains low.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8. A more advanced scheme for “quantifying” consequence (impact) of poor decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact level</th>
<th>Impact categories</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Severe degradation in technical performance; cannot meet KPP or key technical/supportability threshold; will jeopardize program success; no workarounds.</td>
<td>Exceeds APBA threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Significant degradation in technical performance or major shortfall in supportability; may jeopardize program success; workarounds may not be available or may have negative consequences.</td>
<td>&gt;10% of budget. Budget increase or unit production cost increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moderate reduction in technical performance or supportability with limited impact on program objectives; workarounds available.</td>
<td>&lt;10% of budget. Budget increase or unit production cost increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Minor reduction in technical performance or supportability; can be tolerated with little or no impact on program; same approach retained.</td>
<td>&lt;5% of budget. Budget increase or unit production cost increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Minimal or no impact.</td>
<td>&lt;1% of budget. Minimal or no impact.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 6. Levels of consequences on (cost, schedule & technical) performance if decision is poor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Technical performance</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Severe degradation in technical performance; cannot meet KPP or key technical/supportability threshold; will jeopardize program success; no workarounds.</td>
<td>Cannot meet key program milestones.</td>
<td>Exceeds APBA threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Significant degradation in technical performance or major shortfall in supportability; may jeopardize program success; workarounds may not be available or may have negative consequences.</td>
<td>Slip ≥months. Program critical path affected, all schedule float associated with key milestone exhausted.</td>
<td>&gt;10% of budget. Budget increase or unit production cost increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moderate reduction in technical performance or supportability with limited impact on program objectives; workarounds available.</td>
<td>Slip ≤months Minor schedule slip, no impact to key milestones.</td>
<td>&lt;10% of budget. Budget increase or unit production cost increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Minor reduction in technical performance or supportability; can be tolerated with little or no impact on program; same approach retained.</td>
<td>Slip ≤month(s) of critical path. Subsystem slip ≥months.</td>
<td>&lt;5% of budget. Budget increase or unit production cost increases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Minimal or no impact.</td>
<td>Slip ≤month(s).</td>
<td>&lt;1% of budget. Minimal or no impact.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the likelihood of model error is determined by associating the level of reliance on the M&S and the level of confidence in the M&S.

**Rule 3: Value of “consequence of model error” & “likelihood of model error” → risk.** The risk level is finally determined by associating the consequence of model error with the likelihood of model error.

We point out to the user that it is in defining these association rules that the tailoring of this process can best be done. Here is where experience, technical skills, thorough understanding of what is being modeled, how it is to be used, the associated costs and schedules, etc., come in to play. Depending on the scenario, the definition of the association rules can become a serious task. It may become necessary to

---

![Figure 2. Example use of standard risk chart](image)

![Figure 3. Example of program risk reporting](image)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Technical Performance</th>
<th>And/or</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>And/or</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>And/or</th>
<th>Impact on Other Teams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Minimal or no impact</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimal or no impact</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimal or no impact</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Acceptable, some reduction in margin</td>
<td>Additional resources reqd; able to meet need dates</td>
<td>&lt; 5%</td>
<td>Some impact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Acceptable, significant reduction in margin</td>
<td>Minor slip to key milestones; not able to meet need dates</td>
<td>5 - 7%</td>
<td>Moderate impact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Acceptable, no remaining margin</td>
<td>Major slip to key milestones or critical path impacted</td>
<td>7 - 10%</td>
<td>Major impact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (High)</td>
<td>Unacceptable</td>
<td>Can’t achieve key team or major program milestones</td>
<td>&gt; 10%</td>
<td>Unacceptable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Defense Acquisition University Centurion Leasing Course (CLE 003)*
brainstorm a bit to determine what is suitable, and it may be necessary to get help from the experts and SMEs.

**Risk determination procedure**

The standard risk chart (Figures 2–4) requires the user to input values of likelihood and consequence. Thus, the use of any combination of the scales given above must result in the values of likelihood and consequence for the final step in the risk determination procedure. The association rules given above are meant to guide the user in defining a combination of schemes that will lead to this final step. A step-by-step recipe is provided with a simplified example to illustrate the process in what follows. No matter which scheme the user chooses, consideration must be given to consequences of the varying nature, including cost, schedule, personnel safety, political (including ridicule), and operational setting. The user must also accommodate all of the ways the model output could be wrong (e.g., erroneously overestimated or underestimated performance for which the consequences might be different in each case).

**Conclusion**

This article presents a methodology for assessing and prioritizing the risk associated with using M&S to support acquisition decisions. DoD, the Navy, and other Services mandate the use of M&S to support acquisition. Oftentimes limitations of resources make it hard to formally conduct VV&A of these models as needed to establish their credibility. However, using models and simulations whose credibility is in question can involve serious risk. The procedures presented here provide decision-makers with judicious ways for determining the risks associated with using a given M&S, and the extent to which VV&A work will be needed to reduce such risks. The approach presented parallels the formal DoD risk assessment procedure, but with application to the use of M&S as it relates to VV&A. The final output is a ranking of the risk associated with the models as either high, medium, or low risk. With this ranking the decision-maker is now able to decide whether or not to accept the risk or to invest the resources needed to mitigate the risk. An important outcome of this approach is that, through this method, there is the ability to determine what level of authority is needed to serve as the accreditation authority.
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